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Breaking News: The BSE-13 experienced technical difficulties with its internal
wireless system as trading houses lost access to the market's big board.
Systems fell silent for approximately 11 minutes as companies switched over to
the traditional paper and pen method. Trading then resumed in a timely fashion
and all buy orders were able to be fulfilled by the end of market day. Official
spokespersons indicate that regulators will be reviewing all trades and final
adjustments will be made as soon as possible. Investors are advised to be
patient and are assured that all transactions will be verified and authenticated.
Unofficial results saw 11 of 13 companies sell out and the last two companies still
do extremely well based on share price and market capitalization. Volumes were
especially high during junior lunch with a slight fall off during senior lunch as
investors took profits on their gains. It can be confirmed at this time that Mr. Tee,
a leading company in the custom apparel industry, saw their complete stock
offering sell out first as investors reacted strongly to analysts' reports coming out
of China and India concerning the overall price of t-shirts this upcoming quarter.

Insider Report:
Both Top Noch-O and Craving Crepes quickly allocated their newly acquired
funds to capital investments. Modernization and expansion of their corporate
headquarters got underway immediately after the closing bell. Word on the street
is that both companies were reacting to Two Nuggets and a Fry's opening of a
state of the art facility that raised the standard in booth building.
In a surprise announcement, JewStan announced the appointment of Mr. Bustan
as their honorary board member. This strategic move should bring their company
their necessary restaurant experience to face what is looking to be a very
competitive market.
Sources are also reporting that Pajama-Rama has renegotiated its existing
supplier agreement and has been able to lower its sourcing costs substantially.
This will allow the company to become more competitive and offer its products at
a much lower price.

Final Roundup:
In other news, Shake-It-E-Shake has engaged a new engineering firm to
redesign its booth, Soup du Jour engaged in papier-mâché, Toothpicks was off
at a planning session at a corporate retreat, and Le Grill was reheating its
corporate strategy. Panic! at the Pizzeria reported a cheese sweep at its market
debut, Sweety Pie Cafe launched a customer loyalty program with cake and
cookies, and Pop a la Corn is "kernalizing" new market data prior to production.

More in-depth information is available from
http://www.bialik.netaxis.qc.ca/sse/index.htm including "live" intra-day market
analysis of the SSX and affiliated stock markets, economic releases, earnings
reports, and day trading highlights.

